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Urmm

is a country with a rich cultural history, a

temperate climate and shares borders with Kyapera, Capalla,
and Durrit.
Urmm is the country of first asylum for most Kyapereens. The
arrivals have been provided with
supplies and granted en masse temporary humanitarian
protection, but have not been allowed to work till now
Action Strategy:
Improving Migrant Integration
Stimulating Domestic Economy
Protection of Human Rights in Altrippa

Why should we help out?
The border with Kyapera is prone to earthquakes hence people
can’t be held at the border
Native Population: 14.7 Million (Sparsely populated)
Proximity and Large Border shared with Kyapera
Secular Nation with a zeal for Human Rights

GOAL 1: MIGRANT INTEGRATION
We have taken in the maximum migrants (~50% of Kyaperese migrants in the period 2018-2024)

GOAL 1: MIGRANT INTEGRATION
We have taken in the maximum migrants
…And are training them well and preparing them for integration!
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For Integration,
Permanent Residency Period= 3 years
Naturalization= 6 years
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Local Population has been satisfied with migrant influx, as per the Discord graph, as the refugees have been made
capable, taught the local language and are contributing to the local economy. We focused on providing startup
loans and vocational training

GOAL 2: STIMULATING LOCAL ECONOMY
GDP has risen with rise in migrant employment. Our economy was stagnant and they bring new
skills.
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GOAL 3: PROTECTION OF HUMAN RIGHTS
We have spent extensively on Health and Labour beneifts and it shows!
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Policy lens for Urmm
ü Preparing for longer stay of migrants in Urmm.
ü Measures to minimize potential negative consequences, maximize benefits need to
be introduced.
ü Immigration policy that prevents a reaction from local communities.
ü Social integration problem- improve receptivity of the host community- holistic
policy covering education, working conditions, accommodation, social services.
ü If effective, refugees might continue to contribute to the diversity and
development of a multicultural structure in Urmm in the long run.
ü Strengthen bonds with neighbors, economic and political cooperation in the future
within the Altrippa Region.

Tactical measures:
Officially registering all migrants.
Increasing capacity of hospitals and educational facilities.
Facilitating work permits, for integration.
More authority to local administrations.
Co-ordinating between local and central authorities, generating extra capacity
and budget for municipalities.
Ø Increasing international aid, increasing border security.
Ø Fairly sharing or distributing the refugee burden.
Ø Developing programs for Urmmish people to accept refugees, correcting the
stereotype against Kyaperians.
§ preventing begging, and
§ bolstering the efficiency in law and order,
§ building a capacity for refugees
Ø
Ø
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Ø
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Questions?

